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On the Internal Wave Variability D uring the Internal
W ave Experiment (IWEX)
C LAU D E FRAN KIGNOUL

Department of Meteorology, Massachusel/s lnstit11te of Te, ·hnology. Cambridgl', Massachusett.1· 02/39
T ERRENCE

M . J PYCE

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, M a.uachusetts 03143

!he relation between intern.al wave variabil ity and larger .md smaller scales or motion is investigated.
usmg the IWEX ~a ta set. . T~ !nvestigate the. role or internal waves in the vertical diffusion of large scale
momentum, the ume vanabalny of th ~ verucal flux of hont.ontal internal wave momentum (estimated
~r o m temperature and current data) IS compa red to that ,,f the mean vert ical shear. It is found that
mternal w ~ves cannot cause a vertical viscosity as large as proposed by Mul ler ( 1976), but that the dat:1
are to? ~ o 1 sy .to ?etect a possible .wave-induced viscosity in absolute value of the order of 10-' 1n' s - • or
less. S1malanues m the um.e behav1or oft he tota l internal wa1 e energy and that of the square mean vertical
shear s.uggest th~ t som.: kmd of dynamical coupling exists between internal waves and larger scale nows.
There IS some ev1dence that the level of te~per at ure finestructure activity also varies in a related way. An
an ~ J~s1s of CT~ stat1on data taken du nng Mode demonstrates the mappability of the finest ructure
acllvlly, and a gam suggests a relation with the geostrophic eddy flow.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Bretherton [ 1966] has shown that a train of linear internal
gravity waves can only exchange mo mentum with larger scale
fl ows at critical levels. However, critical levels are unlikel y to
be frequen tly found in the ocean, hence it was believed that
internal waves do no t contribute significa ntly to the diffusion
of mea n fl ow momentum . However, Muller [1976] has recently
suggested that the interaction between internal waves and
quasi-geostrophic motions lead to an im portant diffu sion of
mea n fl ow moment um (but no vertical diffusion of mass),
provided relaxa tion processes withi n the internal wave field arc
ta ken into acco unt. For strong relaxation processes, the interactio n sho uld be essentially local in space and time a nd the
diffusion of momentum can be represen ted by di lfusion coeffi cients. On the basis of calculati ons by 0 /bers [ 1976], MUller
introduced a relaxati on ti me (for simplicity, independent of
wavenumber) of the order of 5 days, and predicted a large
wave-induced vertical viscosity vu = 0.4 m2 s-• and a moderate
hori zontal viscosity vh = 7m 2 s- •. Muller and 0 /bers [1975]
also proposed a rather consistent zero-order energy balance
fo r the deep sea internal wave field: energy input from the
mean fl ow, redistributi on of this energy by resonant wavewave interactions and dissipat ion at high vertical wavenumber
~nd low freque ncies, presumably by wave breaking, so that
mtern al waves would be contri buting significantly to the vertical diffusivity of mass.
The empirical testi ng of these ideas has been inconcl usive.
Frankignoul [ 1976] found evidence in a portion of the MODE
currentmeter data that the internal wave continuu m in the
vicini ty o f the main thermocline contributes positively to the
horizonta l diffusion of mean flow momentum and has a relaxation tim e of a bout 1-4 days. This is consistent wit h MOller's
theory, but attempts to observe the predicted vertical viscosity
have failed. Ruddick and J oyce [1 978] fou nd in Polymode
current meter data that the vertical fl ux of horizontal wave
momentum was one order of magnitucle smaller t han MUller's
predicti on, and uncorrelated with local shears in regions of
low eddy activity, where the theory should be applicable. The
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IWEX data analyzed in this paper show a simi lar lack of
correlation. This suggests that the internal wave vertical viscosity (if any) is at least I order of magnitude smaller than
predicted by M uller [ 1976], consistent with M cComas and
Bretherton [1 977] and McComas [ 1977], who showed th at the
non linear processes co ntro lling the vertical symmetry of the
internal wave field have much shorter characteristic time scales
than the nonlinear interactions in a symmetric spectrum like
the one considered by 0/bers [ 1976], thereby reducing signi fica nt ly MU ller's viscosity.
Field data are nevertheless suggestive of an interaction between intern al waves and geostrophic eddies. Frank ignoul
[ 1976] observed during Mode that the total internal wave
e.nergy {dominated by near-inertial oscillations) was behaving
li ke the squa re mea n vertical shea r, consistent with a quasilocal interaction and a so mewhat smaller vertical viscosity
th an in Muller [1976]. The observed correla tion did not have a
very la rge statistical signi ficance, but R uddick and Joyce ( 1978]
report similar results at Polymode moorings with stro ng currents. They also observed that the fl uctuations in shear lead
so mew hat those of intern al wave energy and that the sq uare
mean velocity was eq ually well correlated with the other variables. At other moorings, with lower eddy activity the correlations were too small to be significant. During IWEX, some
similarity between internal wave energy and square mean
shear is also observed, as reported below. A novel feature of
this study is that we could also monitor the changes in the
finest ructure activity. These changes show interesting correspondences with the fluctuations in the eddy and internal wave
fiel ds.
In the present paper, we investigate the variability of the
internal wave field during IWEX, with emphasis on the empirical testing of the dynamical role of intern al waves. Preliminary
resu lts of IWEX have been discussed by Briscoe [1975]. The
specifi cation of a kinematic model of the mean internal wave
field is reported by Muller et a/. [ 1978]. Gaussianity is discussed by Briscoe [ 1977], temperature finestruct ure by Joyce
and Desaubies (1977], turning point effects by Desaubies [1975]
and the low freq uency current and t~mperatu re fields by Bryden [1976].
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